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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR In another aspect , it is disclosed an apparatus for process 
PROCESSING DATABASE DATA IN ing database data in a distributed database system , wherein 
DISTRIBUTED DATABASE SYSTEM the distributed database system comprises a plurality of 

computing nodes communicatively coupled via computer 
BACKGROUND ART 5 networks , the apparatus comprising : a data replica creation 

module configured to create a plurality of different data 
The present invention relates to distributed databases and , replicas wherein each of the data replicas is created in the 

more particularly , to the processing of data of distributed following way : sorting the database data according to at 
databases . least one data attribute ; generating a row key based on the 

Databases are widely applied to fields like e - business , 10 at least one data attribute ; and using the sorted database data 
social networking , internet searching and internet of things with the row key as the data replica , a replica storage module 
( IOT ) , etc. Databases include relational database and non configured to store different data replicas in different com 
relational database . In a relational database , a table is a puting nodes and an index creation module configured to 
formatted data structure . The field composition is same for create an index for each of the data replicas according to its 

row key . all tuples in a table . Although not all fields are needed for all 
tuples , the database will allocate all fields for each tuple . BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
Such a structure may facilitate operations like linking one 
table with another . The present disclosure of the above and other objects , 

A non - relational database stores information with tuples 20 features and advantages will become more apparent by the 
consisting of key - value pairs . Its structure is not fixed and more detailed description of an exemplary embodiment of 
different tuples may have different fields . Each tuple may the present disclosure in conjunction with the accompanying 
have additional key - value pairs for itself a need basis , drawings , wherein , in the present embodiment discloses an 
thus it is not limited by a fixed structure . Therefore , non exemplary embodiment , the same reference numerals typi 
relational databases have the feature of good scalability . 25 cally represent same member . 
Because of the feature , non - relational databases have also FIG . 1 depicts a block diagram of an exemplary comput 
been developed rapidly . ing system 100 adapted to be used to implement embodi 

Both relational databases and non - relational databases ments of the present invention ; 
may store multi - dimensional data . Examples of multi - di FIG . 2 illustratively depicts a distributed database system 
mensional data include measurement data of sensors , such 30 according to an embodiment of the present invention ; 
as temperature value and wind speed value measured at FIG . 3 illustratively depicts two examples of database 
different points of time . In querying database , if a particular data ; 
sensor and a time recorded by the particular sensor are to be FIGS . 4A - 4C illustratively depict data replicas in accor 
queried simultaneously , the sensor's device - id and the time dance with an embodiment of the present inventions ; 
constitute a two - dimensional data . If a particular sensor and 35 FIG . 5 illustratively depicts an index of a data replica in 
a time and a temperature recorded by the particular sensor accordance with an embodiment of the present inventions ; 
are to be queried simultaneously , the sensor's device - id , the FIG . 6 schematically shows a flowchart of a method 
time and the temperature constitute a three - dimensional according to an embodiment of the present invention ; and 
data . FIG . 7 schematically depicts a block diagram of an 

In the prior art there exist techniques for processing 40 apparatus according to an embodiment of the present inven 
multi - dimensional data , including techniques of indexing , tion . 
storage and querying with respect to multi - dimensional data . 
However , when applying these techniques to process multi DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
dimensional data , extra computing resources need to be EMBODIMENTS 
consumed for higher efficiency . With the rapid increase in 45 
the amount of database data processed by various applica Preferred embodiments of the present disclosure will be 
tions , it is increasingly important to mitigate the contradic described in greater detail below with reference to the 
tion . accompanying drawings . The accompanying drawings have 

shown those preferred embodiments of the present disclo 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 50 sure , however , it should be understood that , the present 

disclosure can be implemented in various forms , but are not 
In view of the prior art , one of the objectives of the present limited to these embodiments illustrated herein . On the 

invention is to provide an improved method and apparatus contrary , these embodiments are provided for making the 
for processing database data in distributed database systems . present disclosure more thorough and complete , such that 

In one aspect , it is disclosed method for processing 55 the scope of the present disclosure can be completely 
database data in a distributed database system , wherein the delivered to one of ordinary skill in the art . 
distributed database system comprises a plurality of com FIG . 1 shows a block diagram of an exemplary computing 
puting nodes communicatively coupled via computer net system 100 which is applicable to implement the embodi 
works , the method comprising : creating a plurality of dif ments of the present invention . As shown in FIG . 1 , the 
ferent data replicas wherein each of the data replicas is 60 computing system 100 may include : CPU ( Central Process 
created in the following way : sorting the database data ing Unit ) 101 , RAM ( Random Access Memory ) 102 , ROM 
according to at least one data attribute ; generating a row key ( Read Only Memory ) 103 , System Bus 104 , Hard Drive 
based on the at least one data attribute ; and using the sorted Controller 105 , Keyboard Controller 106 , Serial Interface 
database data with the row key as the data replica , storing Controller 107 , Parallel Interface Controller 108 , Display 
different data replicas in different computing nodes ; and 65 Controller 109 , Hard Drive 110 , Keyboard 111 , Serial 
creating an index for each of the data replicas according to Peripheral Equipment 112 , Parallel Peripheral Equipment 
its row key . 113 and Display 114. Among above devices , CPU 101 , 
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RAM 102 , ROM 103 , Hard Drive Controller 105 , Keyboard Java , Smalltalk , C ++ or the like and conventional procedural 
Controller 106 , Serial Interface Controller 107 , Parallel programming languages , such as the " C " programming 
Interface Controller 108 and Display Controller 109 are language or similar programming languages . The program 
coupled to the System Bus 104. Hard Drive 110 is coupled code may execute entirely on the user's computer , partly on 
to Hard Drive Controller 105. Keyboard 111 is coupled to 5 the user's computer , as a stand - alone software package , 
Keyboard Controller 106. Serial Peripheral Equipment 112 partly on the user's computer and partly on a remote 
is coupled to Serial Interface Controller 107. Parallel Periph computer or entirely on the remote computer or server . In the 
eral Equipment 113 is coupled to Parallel Interface Control latter scenario , the remote computer may be connected to the 
ler 108. And , Display 114 is coupled to Display Controller user's computer through any type of network , including a 
109. It should be understood that the structure as shown in 10 local area network ( LAN ) or a wide area network ( WAN ) , or 
FIG . 1 is only for the exemplary purpose rather than any the connection may be made to an external computer ( for 
limitation to the present invention . In some cases , some example , through the Internet using an Internet Service 
devices may be added to or removed from the computer Provider ) . 
system 100 based on specific situations . Aspects of the present invention are described below with 
As will be appreciated by one of ordinary skill in the art , 15 reference to flowchart illustrations and / or block diagrams of 

aspects of the present invention may be embodied as a methods , apparatus ( systems ) and computer program prod 
system , method or computer program product . Accordingly , ucts according to embodiments of the invention . It will be 
aspects of the present invention may take the form of an understood that each block of the flowchart illustrations 
entirely hardware embodiment , an entirely software embodi and / or block diagrams , and combinations of blocks in the 
ment ( including firmware , resident software , micro - code , 20 flowchart illustrations and / or block diagrams , can be imple 
etc. ) or an embodiment combining software and hardware mented by computer program instructions . These computer 
aspects that may all generally be referred to herein as a program instructions may be provided to a processor of a 
“ circuit , ” “ module ” or “ system . ” Furthermore , aspects of the general purpose computer , special purpose computer , or 
present invention may take the form of a computer program other programmable data processing apparatus to produce a 
product embodied in one or more computer readable medi- 25 machine , such that the instructions , which execute via the 
um ( s ) having computer readable program code embodied processor of the computer or other programmable data 
thereon . processing apparatus , create means for implementing the 
Any combination of one or more computer readable functions / acts specified in the flowchart and / or block dia 

medium ( s ) may be utilized . The computer readable medium gram block or blocks . 
may be a computer readable signal medium or a computer 30 These computer program instructions may also be stored 
readable storage medium . A computer readable storage in a computer readable medium that can direct a computer , 
medium may be , for example , but not limited to , an elec other programmable data processing apparatus , or other 
tronic , magnetic , optical , electromagnetic , infrared , or semi devices to function in a particular manner , such that the 
conductor system , apparatus , or device , or any suitable instructions stored in the computer readable medium pro 
combination of the foregoing . More specific examples ( a 35 duce an article of manufacture including instructions which 
non - exhaustive list ) of the computer readable storage implement the function / act specified in the flowchart and / or 
medium would include the following : an electrical connec block diagram block or blocks . 
tion having one or more wires , a portable computer diskette , The computer program instructions may also be loaded 
a hard disk , a random access memory ( RAM ) , a read - only onto a computer , other programmable data processing appa 
memory ( ROM ) , an erasable programmable read - only 40 ratus , or other devices to cause a series of operational steps 
memory ( EPROM or Flash memory ) , an optical fiber , a to be performed on the computer , other programmable 
portable compact disc read - only memory ( CD - ROM ) , an apparatus or other devices to produce a computer imple 
optical storage device , a magnetic storage device , or any mented process such that the instructions which execute on 
suitable combination of the foregoing . In the context of this the computer or other programmable apparatus provide 
document , a computer readable storage medium may be any 45 processes for implementing the functions / acts specified in 
tangible medium that can contain , or store a program for use the flowchart and / or block diagram block or blocks . 
by or in connection with an instruction execution system , The flowcharts and block diagrams in the Figures illus 
apparatus , or device . trate the architecture , functionality , and operation of possible 

A computer readable signal medium may include a propa implementations of systems , methods and computer pro 
gated data signal with computer readable program code 50 gram products according to various embodiments of the 
embodied therein , for example , in baseband or as part of a present invention . In this regard , each block in the flowchart 
carrier wave . Such a propagated signal may take any of a or block diagrams may represent a module , segment , or 
variety of forms , including , but not limited to , electro portion of code , which comprises one or more executable 
magnetic , optical , or any suitable combination thereof . A instructions for implementing the specified logical 
computer readable signal medium may be any computer 55 function ( s ) . It should also be noted that , in some alternative 
readable medium that is not a computer readable storage implementations , the functions noted in the block may occur 
medium and that can communicate , propagate , or transport out of the order noted in the figures . For example , two blocks 
a program for use by or in connection with an instruction shown in succession may , in fact , be executed substantially 
execution system , apparatus , or device . concurrently , or the blocks may sometimes be executed in 

Program code embodied on a computer readable medium 60 the reverse order , depending upon the functionality 
may be transmitted using any appropriate medium , includ involved . It will also be noted that each block of the block 
ing but not limited to wireless , wire , optical fiber cable , RF , diagrams and / or flowchart illustration , and combinations of 
etc. , or any suitable combination of the foregoing . blocks in the block diagrams and / or flowchart illustration , 

Computer program code for carrying out operations for can be implemented by special purpose hardware - based 
aspects of the present invention may be written in any 65 systems that perform the specified functions or acts , or 
combination of one or more programming languages , combinations of special purpose hardware and computer 
including an object oriented programming language such as instructions . 
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The invention relates to the processing of database data in with sorting manners ( also referred to as " index data ” ) 
a distributed database system . A computing node in the 210_1 , 210_2 and 210_3 . The indices may be saved ( not 
distributed database system may be implemented by the shown ) on the master node of the distributed database 
computer system 100 shown in FIG . 1. The processing of system master . 
database data and the application of database may also be 5 Features of the data replicas and indices shown in FIG . 2 
performed on the computer system 100 shown in FIG . 1 . will be described in detail below with reference to FIGS . 

Those skilled in the art shall appreciate that data of a 4A - 4C and FIG . 5 , and , with reference to FIG . 6 , description distributed database are physically dispersive and stored at will be provided on how to create the data replicas and 
different nodes ( or “ sites ” ) of the distributed database sys indices shown in FIG . 2. Prior to that , the database that is tem . The data on individual nodes communicatively con- 10 applicable to the distributed database system 200 of the nected via computer networks are under unified manage invention will be introduced first . ment of the distributed database management system . Refer to FIG . 3 , which illustratively shows two examples Therefore , the distributed database is logically a unified 
entirety , and applications may access to geographically of database data . The database data indicated by reference 
distributed databases via network connections . mark 300A is an example of relational database data . The 

The distributed database stores multiple data replicas on data 300A record values of temperature , wind speed and 
multiple nodes , so that each data item has at least one copy humidity sampled by four sensor devices 0001-0004 during 
stored on other nodes . For example , if there are two copies a period of 2000.1.1-2011.12.31 . “ Device - id ” , “ Time ” , 
for a data item D1 , namely data item D1_R1 and data item " Temperature ” , “ Wind Speed " and " Humidity " in the first 
D1_R2 , then D1 , D1_R1 and D1_R2 shall be located at 20 line are data attributes ( briefly referred to as “ attribute / 
different nodes . It should be noted that , in the context of the attributes " ) . Other lines are all data tuples . Each field of a 
present invention , the term “ replica ” is a relative concept . data tuple is an attribute value . For example , in the tuple 
For example , in the above example , D1 and D1_R2 are also “ 0001,2011.12.31,8,4,7 ” , the field “ 0001 ” is a value of the 
replicas of D1_R1 , and D1 and D1_R1 are also replicas of attribute “ Device - id ” , which represents a sensor device 
D1_R2 . 25 identified by the Device - id of “ 000 ” . 

In short , data in a distributed database is redundant , which The database data indicated by reference mark 300B is an 
may increase the parallel degree of data usage and improve example of non - relational database ( e.g. NoSQL database ) data availability in case of failure ( for example , node failure data . Each row in the data 300B represents a data tuple , and 
or network failure ) as well . each data tuple includes a " Row Key ” field and several fields The general idea of the present invention is utilizing the 30 each consisting of a “ < Key , Value > ” pair . For example , data redundancy of the distributed database to process “ 0001 , < Device - id , 0001 > , < Time , 2011.12.31 > , < Tempera database data , so as to improve the efficiency in querying on 
database data without taking up additional computing ture , 8 > , < Wind Speed , 4 > , < Humidity , 7 > " is a tuple . The 

field “ 0001 ” in the tuple is a value of row key . For example , 
Refer first to FIG . 2 , which illustratively shows a distrib- 35 the field “ < Device_id , 0001 > " indicates that the value of the 

attribute " Device id ” is “ 0001. " uted database system 200 according to an embodiment of the The data 300A and data 300B shown in FIG . 3 are present invention . As an example , the distributed database 
system 200 shown in FIG . 2 has three data replicas 220_1 , exemplary only , and are used to represent the well - known 
220_2 , 220_3 of database data stored on six computing relational database and non - relational database , respectively . 
nodes , wherein the data replica 220_1 is stored on comput- 40 The database data of the distributed database system shown 
ing nodes 230_1 and 230_2 , the data replica 220_2 is stored in FIG . 2 may use the structure of the data 300A or the 
on computing nodes 230_3 and 230_4 , and the data replica structure of the data 300B as well . For convenience of 
220_3 is stored on computing nodes 230_5 and 230_6 . description , only the data 300B will be taken as the example 

The computing nodes ( hereinafter also briefly referred to for illustrating various embodiments of the present invention 
as “ node / nodes ” ) may be implemented with the computer 45 below . Apparently , for those skilled in the art who under 
system 100 as shown in FIG . 1. Nodes may be communi stand the relational database and the non - relational database , 
catively coupled with each other via computer networks ( not it would not be difficult to apply the various embodiments 
shown ) . In FIG . 2 it is shown six nodes , which is merely illustrated with the exemplary non - relational database data 
exemplary . In practice , there may be hundreds of nodes , and 300B to the relational database data depicted by the data 
the number of nodes for storage of each data replica may 50 300A . 
also exceed two . Below , with reference to FIGS . 4A - 4C , details of the data 
As shown , the data replicas 220_1 , 220_2 and 220_3 replicas 220_1 , 220_2 and 220_3 will be described . 

respectively have a corresponding index 210_1 , 210_2 and FIG . 4A illustratively shows a data replica 410 created 
210_3 . According to an embodiment of the present inven according to an embodiment of the invention . 
tion , the index 210_1 , 210_2 and 210_3 may be saved on 55 Here it is assumed that the data replica 410 is used as the 
other nodes , for example , on a master node ( not shown ) of data replica 220_1 shown in FIG . 2. The data replica 220_1 
the distributed database system . is stored on nodes 230_1 and 230_2 , so the replica 410 is 

It should be noted that in FIG . 2 it is only shown three data divided into data sets 411 and 412 which respectively 
replicas ( hereinafter also briefly referred to as “ replica / represent two parts of the data replica 220_1 stored in the 
replicas ” ) , whereas the number of data replicas in an actual 60 nodes 230_1 and 230_2 . 
distributed database may be less ( for example , two ) or more The data replica 410 is said to be derived from the 
than three . database data 300B shown in FIG . 3. In other words , it is a 
According to an embodiment of the present invention , data replica created for the database data 300B . 

replicas 220_1 , 220_2 and 220_3 all contain the same data It is to be noted first that , for simplicity , the data replica 
items , but they are sorted in different ways . 65 410 shown in FIG . 4A uses a representation that looks 

According to an embodiment of the present invention , the different from but is substantially same as that of the 
multiple data replicas respectively have indices associated database data 300B . 

resources . 
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For example , the representation of Here it is assumed that the data replica 430 is used as the 
data replica 220_3 shown in FIG . 2. So the replica 430 is 
depicted as data sets 431 and 432 which respectively rep 

Row Key Temper Wind Humid resent two parts of the data replica 220_3 stored in the nodes ( Device - id_Time ) ature Speed ity 5 230_5 and 230_6 . 
0001_2000.1.1 In this example , in creating the data replica 430 , sorting 

is conducted on the database data 300B only by a single 
in the data replica 410 is equivalent to the following repre attribute “ Temperature ” and the attribute is used as the row 
sentation . key . 

Device 
id Time 

0001 2000.1.1 10 14 

Row Key ( Device - id_Time ) , { Key , Value } 
0001_2000.1.1 , < Device - id , 0001 > , < Time , 2000.1.1 > , < Temperature , 10 > , < Wind 
Speed , 14 > 

As will be described with reference to FIG . 6 , the data The three data replicas 410,420 and 430 of the database 
replica 410 may be created for the database data 300B in the data 300B and the manner in which they are created have 
following manner . been described above with reference to FIGS . 4A - 4C . The 
The database data 300B is sorted according to attributes 20 three data replicas are examples of the data replica 220_1 , 

“ Device - id ” and “ Time ” . The row key “ Device - id_Time ” is 220_2 and 220_3 shown in FIG . 2. As indicated in previous 
then generated based on the attributes “ Device - id ” and description of the distributed database system 200 according 
“ Time ” . The database 300B thus sorted and having the to an embodiment of the invention , the data replicas 220_1 , generated row key “ Device - id_Time ” is used as the data 220_2 and 220_3 each have a corresponding index 210_1 , replica 410 . 25 210_2 and 210_3 . Referring to FIG . 5 , the structure of such In this example , multiple sorting is conducted on the an index will be described below by way of example . database data 300B according to two attributes of “ Device FIG . 5 schematically depicts an index of a data replica id ” and “ Time ” . It is first sorted by the attribute “ Device - id ” created according to an embodiment of the present inven and then by the attribute “ Time ” . The concatenation of the 
attributes “ Device - id ” and “ Time ” , “ Device - id_Time ” , is 30 tion . What is indicated by reference mark 510 in FIG . 5 is 
used as the row key in place of the original row key just a part of index created on the data replica 410 according 
" Device - id ” of the database data 300B . For example , the to the row key “ Device - id_Time ” . As shown , the index 510 
first column of the data replica 410 , “ 0001_2000.1.1 ” , is a is a three - layer B + tree structured index . Reference mark 511 
value of row key ( Device - id_Time ) . indicates the root node in the first layer , reference mark 512 

Because the data replica 410 is generated by multiple 35 indicates a plurality of intermediate nodes in the second 
sorting on the data 300B , the date items or tuples in the data layer and reference mark 513 indicates a plurality of leaf 
sets 411 and 412 are stored on the nodes 230_1 and 230_2 nodes in the third layer . As shown , each intermediate node 
in accordance with the sorted order as sequentially as of the index 510 represents a range of data of the data replica 
possible . For example , in the data set 411 , tuples with the 410. For example , " 0001_2000.1.1-0001_2011.12.31 ” rep 
value of “ Device - id ” being “ 0001 " will be stored continu- 40 resents all the data of which the value of the row key falls 
ously or adjacently in the memory of the node 230_1 . into the range 0001_2000.1.1 to 0001_2011.12.31 . Each leaf 

FIG . 4B schematically depicts another data replica 420 node of the index 510 represents a data block on the disk that 
created according to an embodiment of the present inven can be quickly located and read out . For example , the leaf 
tion . node 521 represents a data block on the disk in the com 
Here it is assumed that the data replica 420 is used as the 45 puting node 230_1 that stores the data replica 410. With such 

data replica 220_2 shown in FIG . 2. The data replica 220_2 B + tree structured indices , desired data blocks in the storage 
is stored on nodes 230_3 and 230_4 , so the replica 420 is may be quickly located in response to requests for data 
divided into data sets 421 and 422 , respectively representing query , insertion , update , and deletion . 
two parts of the data replica 220_2 stored in the nodes 230_3 It is to be noted that those skilled in the art shall appreciate 
and 230_4 . 50 that the B + tree index structure as shown in FIG . 5 is only 

The data replica 420 is represented by the same format as an example of , rather than a limitation to the index accord 
data replica 410 , and it is another and different data replica ing to embodiments of the invention . Apparently , in imple 
created for the database data 300B . The method of creating menting embodiments of the invention , other similar index 
the data replica 420 is similar to the creation of the data structures may be employed . 
replica 410 . Components of the distributed database system 200 and 

In this example , multiple sorting is carried out on the their implementations according to an embodiment of the 
database data 300B according to attributes “ Time ” and present invention have been described above . 
“ Device - id ” . It is first sorted by the attribute “ Time ” and Refer now to FIG . 6 , which schematically depicts a 
then by the attribute “ Device - id ” . The concatenation of the flowchart of a method according to an embodiment of the 
attributes “ Time ” and “ Device - id ” , “ Time_Device - id ” , is 60 present invention . 
used as the row key in place of the original row key FIG . 6 shows a method for processing database data in a 
" Device - id ” of the database data 300B . For example , the distributed database system . Here , the distributed database 
first column of the data replica 420 , “ 2000.1.1_0001 ” , is a system comprises multiple computing nodes that are com 
value of the row key ( Time_Device - id ) . municatively coupled via computer networks . 

FIG . 4C schematically depicts another data replica 430 65 The processing of database data according to embodiment 
created according to an embodiment of the present inven of the invention mainly pertains to a configuration phase and 
tion . a query phase . As shown , in the instant embodiment , the 
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process of processing distributed database data in the con “ Device - id_Time ” of the data replica 410. In addition , an 
figuration phase comprises Steps 610 to 630 . index is created according to the row key “ Time_Device - id ” 

It is assumed that initially a database system administrator for the data replica 420 , and an index is created according to 
has determined the number of data replicas and the scheme the row key “ Temperature ” for the data replica 430. Taking 
for configuring the data replicas on computing nodes based 5 the scenario shown in FIG . 2 for example , as a result of the 
on available computing resources and requirements for execution of Step 630 , indices 210_1 , 210_2 and 210_3 are 
application . For example , it is determined that three data created for the data replicas 220_1 , 220_2 and 220_3 , 
replicas are needed , and the three data replicas will be respectively 
allocated to nodes 230_1 and 230_2 , nodes 230_3 and Each of the created indices contains mapping relationship 
230_4 , and nodes 230_5 and 230_6 . 10 between data items in the corresponding data replica and 

In Step 610 , data replicas are created for the database data , their positions in the computing node . Because data in 
wherein a plurality of different data replicas are created for different data replicas are sorted in different ways , each data 
the database data , each of the data replicas being created in replica's corresponded index is also different . According to 
the following way : an embodiment of the invention , each of the created indices 

sorting the database data according to at least one data 15 will be stored , for example , in the master node of the 
attribute ; distributed database system 200 . 

generating a row key based on the at least one data In accordance with an embodiment of the invention , after 
attribute ; and an index is created for a data replica , the association 

using the sorted database data with the row key as the data relationship between the index and the computing node 
replica . 20 storing its associated data replica is also stored . For 

The manner of creating a data replica for database data example , the index 510 FIG . 5 is associated with the 
has been illustrated by way of example in previous para computing nodes 230_1 and 230_2 that store the data replica 
graphs with reference to FIGS . 4A - 4C . Thus , it is not 410. Through the stored association relationship , it may be 
repeatedly described here in detail . convenient to identify on which computing node ( s ) an 

According to an embodiment of the invention , multiple 25 index's corresponding data replica resides . 
sorting may be carried out on the database data according to After Step 630 , the configuration phase is over , and the 
multiple data attributes . In that case , said generating a row distributed database system 200 enters into a ready state . As 
key based on the at least one data attribute comprises using shown in FIG . 2 , at this time , the data replica 220_1 stored 
the concatenation of the multiple data attributes as the row on the computing nodes 230_1 and 230_2 is the data replica 
key . 30 410 created in Step 620. The data replica 220_2 stored on the 

For example , in FIG . 3 it is shown that the row key of the computing nodes 230_3 and 230_4 is the data replica 420 
database data 300B database is “ Device - id ” . By carrying out created in Step 620. The data replica 220_3 stored on the 
multiple sorting on the data 300B according to two data computing nodes 230_5 and 230_6 is the data replica 430 
attributes “ Device - id ” and “ Time ” and using the concatena created in Step 620. And the indices 210_1 , 210_2 and 
tion of the two attributes , “ Device - id_Time " , as the new row 35 230_3 created in Step 630 are also stored . 
key to take the place of the original row key “ Device - id ” , the In the ready state , queries from an application may be 
data replica 410 is generated as a result . accepted . According to an embodiment of the invention , in 

In this case , the multiple sorting is carried out according response to receiving a data query request as indicated by the 
to two attributes “ Device - id ” and “ Time ” . However , the decision block 632 , the distributed database system 200 will 
invention is not limited to that . In fact , multiple sorting may 40 carry out a query on a data replica that matches with the data 
be conducted according to three or more attributes in the query request ( 650 ) , and returns the query result to the 
same way . application initiating the data query request ( 660 ) . 
Of course , multiple sorting may be conducted on the Because the system has stored data replicas sorted in 

database data according to a single data attribute ; in this different ways on different nodes , depending on different 
case , the row key is the data attribute . 45 query conditions in the query request , it may carry out query 

According to an embodiment of the present invention , on the data replica that matches with the data query request 
multiple sorting may be conducted preferentially according so as to improve querying speed . 
to frequently queried data attribute ( s ) so as to create a data For example , the query of a query request is : 
replica . Taking the data 300B shown in FIG . 3 as example , Select Temperature where Device - id = 0001 AND 
according to historical recording of applications , “ Device- 50 2009.1.1 > Time > 2006.1.1 ... ( Query - 1 ) 
id ” , “ Time ” and “ Temperature ” are attributes frequently The data replica 410 matches with the query condition 
being queried . Thus the attributes “ Device - id ” and “ Time ” “ Device - id = 0001 AND 2009.1.1 > Time > 2006.1.1 " 
and “ Temperature ” may be selected as the basis on which in the Query - 1 . Therefore , the query is carried out on the 
multiple sorting is carried out on the data 300B for gener data replica 410 . 
ating a data replica . The query of a query request is : 

After Step 610 , the process proceeds to Step 620. In Step Select Temperature where Device - id = * AND 
620 , different data replicas are stored into different comput Time = 2011.12.31 ( Query - 2 ) 
ing nodes . The data replica 420 matches with the query condition 

For example , as shown in FIG . 2 , the data replica 410 is “ Device - id = * AND Time = 2011.12.31 " 
stored into the computing nodes 230_1 and 230_2 . In 60 in the Query - 2 . Therefore , the query is carried out on the 
addition , the data replica 420 is stored into the computing data replica 420 . 
nodes 230_3 and 230_4 , and the data replica 430 is stored The query of a query request is : 
into the computing nodes 230_5 and 230_6 . Select Humidity where Temperature > 10 ... ( Query - 3 ) 

After Step 620 , the process proceeds to Step 630 . The data replica 430 matches with the query condition 
In Step 630 , an index is created by row key for each data 65 " Temperature > 10 " 

replica . For example , the index 510 shown in FIG . 5 is in the Query - 3 . Therefore , the query is carried out on the 
created for the data replica 410 according to the row key data replica 430 . 
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As shown , according to an embodiment of the invention , According to another embodiment of the present inven 
the step of carrying out query on a data replica that matches tion , for a certain query , if there are multiple row keys of 
with the data query request comprises the following Steps indices of data replicas with the largest matching degree 
641 and 642 . with a query condition , then the query may be carried out on 

In Step 641 , a matching degree between the row key of 5 any one of the data replicas corresponding to the row keys . 
each data replica's index and the query condition of the data In the ready state , data updating may be carried out on the 

distributed database . According to an embodiment of the query request is calculated . 
The matching degree between the row key of a data present invention , in response to receiving a request for data 

replica's index with a query condition is defined as follows : updating , each data replica and the index of each data replica 
Matching degree = < the number of attributes commonly 10 are updated . The updating of data replica and index may be 

contained in the query request and in the index > 1 < the carried out in accordance with methods already known in the 
prior art for data updating on distributed databases , so there number of attributes contained in the row key > is no need to repeat detailed descriptions here . wherein , if the query condition contains a range of values of Various embodiments of the method for processing data a particular attribute A and the row key also contains the 15 base data in a distributed database system have been attribute A , then , both will be deemed to be same only if the described above . Based on the same inventive concept , the 

attribute A of the row key is located at the end of the row key . invention also provides an apparatus for processing database 
For the Query - 3 , the query condition “ Temperature > 20 ” data in a distributed database system . 

contains an attribute “ Temperature ” . The matching degree FIG . 7 schematically depicts an apparatus 700 for pro 
between the row key ( Device - id_Time ) of the index of data 20 cessing database data in a distributed database system 
replica 410 and the query condition is 0. The matching according to an embodiment of the present invention . 
degree between the row key ( Time_Device - id ) of the index The distributed database system 200 to which embodi 
of data replica 420 and the query condition is 0. The ments of the invention are applied comprises a plurality of 
matching degree between the row key ( Temperature ) of the computing nodes communicatively coupled via computer 
index of the data replica 430 and the query condition is 3. 25 networks . As shown in FIG . 7 , the apparatus 700 comprises 

For the Query - 1 , the query condition is “ Device - id = 0001 a data replica creation module 710 , a replica storage module 
AND 2009.1.1 > Time > 2006.1.1 ” . The matching degree 720 and an index creation module 730. The functionality and 
between the row key of the index of data replica 410 and the various embodiments of the modules are briefly described 
query condition is 1. The matching degree between the row below . 
key of the index of data replica 420 and the query condition 30 The data replica creation module 710 is configured to 
is 0.5 . The matching degree between the row key of the create a plurality of different data replicas wherein each of 
index of data replica 430 and the query condition is 0 . the data replicas is created in the following way : 

For the Query - 2 , the query condition is “ Device - id = * sorting the database data according to at least one data 
AND Time = 2011.12.31 ” . The matching degree between the attribute ; 
row key of the index of data replica 410 and the query 35 generating a row key based on the at least one data 
condition is 0.5 . The matching degree between the row key attribute ; and 
of the index of data replica 420 and the query condition is using the sorted database data with the row key as the data 
1. The matching degree between the row key of the index of replica . 
data replica 430 and the query condition is 0 . The replica storage module 720 is configured to store 

In Step 642 , the data replica matching with the data query 40 different data replicas in different computing nodes . 
request is determined according to the result calculated . The index creation module 730 is configured to create an 

According to an embodiment of the invention , a data index for each of the data replicas according to its row key . 
replica corresponded to the row key of a data replica's index According to an embodiment of the invention , the data 
having the largest matching degree with the data query replica creation module 710 is configured to carry out 
request is determined to be the data replica matching with 45 multiple sorting on the database data according to multiple 
the data query request . data attributes and use the concatenation of the multiple data 

For example , according to the result of Step 641 , a query attributes as the row key . 
for the Query - 1 is carried out on the data replica 410. In the According to an embodiment of the present invention , the 
distributed database system 200 shown in FIG . 2 , that is apparatus 700 further comprises a module ( not shown ) 
equivalent to carrying out the query on the data replica 50 which is configured to store the index . 
220_1 and , in this case , the query condition “ Device According to an embodiment of the present invention , the 
id = 0001 AND 2009.1.1 > Time > 2006.1.1 ” will be converted apparatus 700 further comprises a module ( not shown ) 
to the query condition “ 0001_2009.1.1 > row key AND row which is configured to store the association relationship 
key > 0001_2006.1.1 ” . Referring to FIG . 5 , the query condi between the index and the computing node storing its 
tion " 0001_2009.1.1 > row key AND row 55 associated data replica . 
key > 0001_2006.1.1 ” is matched with the leaf node 521 of According to an embodiment of the present invention , the 
the index 510 , so the position where the corresponding data device 700 further comprises a query module 750 , which is 
block 531 is stored may be located rapidly . If there were not configured to carry out a query on a data replica that matches 
the index shown in FIG . 5 , the querying process might spend with a data query request in response to receiving the data 
longer time . Therefore , this example illustrates that using the 60 query request 
data replica and index created according to embodiments of According to an embodiment of the present invention , the 
the invention may improve efficiency of querying . The effect device 700 further comprises a matching module 740 , which 
would be particularly evident for multi - dimensional queries is configured to calculate a matching degree between the 
and multi - dimensional range queries . row key of each data replica's index and the query condition 

In a similar manner , a query for the Query - 2 is carried out 65 of the data query request , and determine the data replica 
on the data replica 420 , and a query for the Query - 3 is matching with the data query request according to the result 
carried out on the data replica 430 . calculated . 
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According to an embodiment of the present invention , the row key based on the at least one data attribute comprises 
matching module is configured to determine a data replica using a concatenation of the multiple data attributes as the 
corresponded to the row key of a data replica's index having row key . 
the largest matching degree with the data query request to be 3. The method of claim 1 , further comprising : 
the data replica matching with the data query request . storing the created index and the mapping relationship 

According to an embodiment of the present invention , the between the created index and the computing node 
apparatus 700 further comprises a data updating module ( not storing its associated data replica . 
shown ) , which is configured to update each data replica and 4. The method of claim 3 , wherein a data replica corre 
the index of each data replica in response to receiving a sponded to the row key of a data replica's index having a 
request for data updating . 10 largest matching degree with the data query request is 

Embodiments of the apparatus for processing database determined to be the data replica matching with the data 
data in a distributed database system are described above . query request . 
Since embodiments of the method for processing database 5. The method of claim 1 , further comprising : 
data in a distributed database system have been described in in response to receiving a request for data updating , 
previous paragraphs , in the description of the apparatus , 15 updating each data replica and the index of each data 
some duplicate contents in the description of the method for replica . 
processing database data in a distributed database system are 6. The method of claim 1 , wherein the database data is 
omitted . non - relational database data . 

Embodiments of the present invention utilize redundancy 7. An apparatus for processing database data in a distrib 
of a distributed database system to deploy different data 20 uted database system , wherein the distributed database sys 
replicas at multiple computing nodes , which is helpful in tem comprises a plurality of computing nodes communica 
improving query performance , especially the efficiency of tively coupled via computer networks , the apparatus 
multi - dimensional data queries . comprising : 

Embodiments of the invention have been described . The a processor ; and 
above description is only exemplary , rather than exhaustive 25 a memory storing computer readable instructions that , 
or limited to the embodiments disclosed . Those skilled in the when executed by the processor , configure the proces 
art shall appreciate that various modifications and alterations sor to create a plurality of different data replicas , each 
changes thereto may be readily made . The choice of terms of the data replicas created by : 
herein is intended for best explaining the principle , practical sorting the database data according to at least one data 
application or improvement to the techniques in the market 30 attribute ; 
of the embodiments , or allowing those skilled in the art to generating a row key based on the at least one data 
understand various embodiments disclosed herein . attribute ; 

using the sorted database data with the row key as the data 
The invention claimed is : replica , and storing different data replicas in different 
1. A method for processing database data in a distributed 35 computing nodes ; and 

database system , wherein the distributed database system creating an index for each of the data replicas according 
comprises a plurality of computing nodes communicatively to its row key , the created index for each data replica 
coupled via computer networks , the method comprising : comprises a mapping relationship between data items 

creating a plurality of different data replicas wherein each in the corresponding data replica and their positions in 
of the data replicas is created in the following way : 40 a computing node , said processor being further config 
sorting the database data according to at least one data ured to : 
attribute ; receive a data query request ; and 

generating a row key based on the at least one data in response to said received data query request , carry out 
attribute ; and a query on a data replica that matches with the data 

using the sorted database data with the row key as the data 45 query request by : 
replica , calculating a matching degree between a query condition 

storing different data replicas in different computing from the data query request and the row key of a data 
nodes ; and replica's index ; and 

creating an index for each of the data replicas according determining the data replica matching with the data query 
to its row key , request according to the calculated matching degree . 

wherein the created index for each data replica comprises 8. The apparatus of claim 7 , wherein the computer read 
a mapping relationship between data items in the able instructions , when executed by the processor , further 
corresponding data replica and their positions in a configure the processor to : 
computing node , said method further comprising : carry out multiple sorting on the database data according 

receiving a data query request ; and to multiple data attributes and use a concatenation of 
in response to said received data query request , carrying the multiple data attributes as the row key . 
out a query on a data replica that matches with the data 9. The apparatus of claim 8 , wherein the computer read 
query request by : able instructions , when executed by the processor , further 

calculating a matching degree between a query condition configure the processor to : 
from the data query request and the row key of a data 60 store the created index and the mapping relationship 
replica's index ; and between the created index and the computing node 

determining the data replica matching with the data query storing its associated data replica . 
request according to the calculated matching degree . 10. The apparatus of claim 7 , wherein the computer 

2. The method of claim 1 , wherein said sorting the readable instructions , when executed by the processor , fur 
database data according to at least one data attribute com- 65 ther configure the processor to : 
prises conducting multiple sorting on the database data determine a data replica corresponded to the row key of 
according to multiple data attributes , and said generating a a data replica's index having a largest matching degree 

50 
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with the data query request to be the data replica receiving a data query request ; and 
matching with the data query request . in response to said received data query request , carrying 

11. The apparatus of claim 7 , wherein the computer out a query on a data replica that matches with the data 
readable instructions , when executed by the processor , fur query request by : 
ther configure the processor to : calculating a matching degree between a query condition 

from the data query request and the row key of a data update each data replica and the index of each data replica replica's index ; and in response to receiving a request for data updating . determining the data replica matching with the data query 
12. The apparatus of claim 9 , wherein the database data is request according to the calculated matching degree . 

non - relational database data . 14. The computer program product of claim 13 , wherein 
13. A computer program product for processing database said sorting the database data according to at least one data 

data in a distributed database system , wherein the distributed attribute comprises conducting multiple sorting on the data 
database system comprises a plurality of computing nodes base data according to multiple data attributes , and said 
communicatively coupled via computer networks , the com generating a row key based on the at least one data attribute 
puter program product comprising : comprises using a concatenation of the multiple data attri 

15 butes as the row key . a computer - readable storage medium having a computer 
readable program stored therein , wherein the computer 15. The computer program product of claim 13 , wherein 
readable program , when executed on a computer sys the computer - readable program causes the at least one 
tem comprising at least one processor , causes the processor to further perform : 
processor to perform : storing the created index and the mapping relationship 

creating a plurality of different data replicas wherein each between the created index and the computing node 
of the data replicas is created in the following way : storing its associated data replica . 

sorting the database data according to at least one data 16. The computer program product of claim 15 , wherein 
attribute ; a data replica corresponded to the row key of a data replica's 

generating a row key based on the at least one data 25 request is determined to be the data replica matching with index having a largest matching degree with the data query 
attribute ; and 

using the sorted database data with the row key as the data the data query request . 
replica , storing different data replicas in different com 17. The computer program product of claim 13 , wherein 
puting nodes ; and the computer - readable program causes the at least one 

creating an index for each of the data replicas according 30 request for data updating , updating each data replica and the processor to further perform : in response to receiving a 
to its row key , wherein the created index for each data index of each data replica . replica comprises a mapping relationship between data 
items in the corresponding data replica and their posi 18. The computer program product of claim 13 , wherein 

the database data is non - relational database data . tions in a computing node , said method further com 
prising : 
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